ABSTRACT
We introduce an embodied-interaction instructional design, the Mathematical Imagery Trainer (MIT), for helping young students develop grounded understanding of proportional equivalence (e.g., \( \frac{2}{3} = \frac{4}{6} \)). Taking advantage of the low-cost availability of hand-motion tracking provided by the Nintendo Wii remote, the MIT applies cognitive-science findings that mathematical concepts are grounded in mental simulation of dynamic imagery, which is acquired through perceiving, planning, and performing actions with the body. We describe our rationale for and implementation of the MIT through a design-based research approach and report on clinical interviews with twenty-two 4th–6th grade students who engaged in problem-solving tasks with the MIT.
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INTRODUCTION
Human-computer interactions can be the site of rich, transformative cognitive development, including the construction of new concepts. As mathematics–education researchers, we study this generative space by analyzing students’ learning progressions as they interact with computer-based, educational technologies.

Current instructional practices in mathematics education rarely leverage the learning opportunities presented by students’ body-based experiences. Yet, research into the embodied nature of mathematical cognition implicates the critical role of concrete, body-based activity in grounding mathematical concepts and solving problems [2,21,26,29]. In particular, a pilot study conducted by Fuson and Abrahamson [16] demonstrated that students’ cognitive difficulties in understanding proportional progression (e.g., the sequence of equivalent proportions 2:3, 4:6, 6:9, etc.) coincided with their physical difficulty in enacting such progressions with their hands (e.g., one hand rises vertically by 2 units per time beat while the other simultaneously rises by 3, beginning from a common baseline, such as a desk).

Oriented by the embodied cognition paradigm and the above research finding, we have designed, implemented, and evaluated a technology (see Figure 1) for providing students with an embodied experience from which to build understanding of the mathematical concept of proportional equivalence. Our design starts with the premise that basic mathematical concepts can be grounded [6] in dynamic imagery [36], a subclass of visual imagery (e.g., “pictures inside the head”) [20], which is acquired from and encodes perceptual and motor experiences. For instance, “addition” sprouts from early experiences of stacking and grouping sets of objects together [21]. Moreover, mathematical reasoning, such as determining the angle at which a glass of
water spills or inferring rules for the rotation of gears, has been found to rely on the mental simulation (or “imagined action”) of dynamic imagery [37].

Plausibly, certain mathematical concepts may be difficult to learn because our everyday experience fails to provide suitable dynamic imagery. That is, students who display difficulties in learning a mathematical concept may be otherwise ready to learn the concept, except they lack a suitable image for grounding the concept. Our broad aim is to help students acquire such missing imagery from contrived experiences that rely on computational media to “phenomenalize” [30] the abstract mathematical concept in the form of a concrete, physical challenge.

To evaluate the effectiveness of our design, and in order to deepen our understanding of the apparent roles of embodied interaction in mathematical learning, we have conducted a series of clinical interviews with twenty-two 4th-6th grade students. In these interviews, we monitored students’ learning trajectories as they attempted tasks involving our instructional device. Starting with an a mathematical situation, we introduced a sequence of activities to shift the students’ initial perceptions and reasoning toward mathematically normative practices and discourse [1]. Central to our approach is a pedagogical commitment to Papert’s vision of constructionist learning in which bricolage antecedes hypothesis [28].

RELATED WORK
Learning and Dynamic Imagery
We chose the content domain of proportionality (e.g., 2:3 = 4:6) because the learning of rational number concepts has historically been fraught with conceptual impediments (for a recent review, see [14,22]). We focus specifically on proportional progression, because this content lends itself to challenging physical actions, as in the pilot study mentioned previously [16]. In that study, the authors asked a classroom of 5th graders to lay both hands on the desk and then raise one hand by 2 inches per beat while simultaneously raising the other hand by 3 inches per beat. Most students maintained a constant vertical distance between the levels of their rising hands, which would correspond to a progression such as 2:3, 3:4, 4:5, etc.

This physical demonstration of non-proportional movement foreshadows the most frequently demonstrated (and lamented) student error in the mathematics-education literature: the inappropriate use of additive reasoning in multiplicative situations. Students frequently and erroneously assume that “2/3 = 4/5” because of the additive/subtractive equivalence across numerators and denominators (i.e., “4 – 2 = 5 – 3”) [5]. We conjecture that students’ robust confusion stems from a lack of suitable dynamical imagery in which to ground, or against which to check, their nascent understanding of proportionality [29].

Unfortunately, conjectures pertaining to hypothetical cognitive constructs raise methodological challenges. A central difficulty in evaluating the roles of imagery in mathematical reasoning has been that these psychological constructs are currently inaccessible for direct measurement. Because we cannot see people’s “pictures in the head,” we instead rely on indirect means of investigating imagery. For instance, to examine how procedural fluency is deeply rooted in body-based experiences, Hatano et al. [18] asked abacus users to solve arithmetic problems in the absence of an actual abacus while also performing interfering finger-tapping tasks. Performance at “mental abacus” degraded for all but the most skilled abacus users, demonstrating how arithmetic reasoning relies on simulated imagery. This finding is corroborated by a related study in which Stigler [40] found that skilled abacus users self-reported visualizing an image of a real abacus while performing mental arithmetic.

Such experimental designs are well geared for studying imagery, because the researcher can confidently identify the experiential basis of the mental operations, and especially because the experience is based on interaction with a known object. However, cross-sectional studies, such as the above, do not examine individual learning processes, which are important in curricular design and in investigating the emergence of conceptual understanding.

Rather than seeking out an existing physical artifact, such as the abacus, we took a more proactive approach by directly inducing an unfamiliar image and then asking students to begin reasoning with it as its mathematical meanings emerged. Prior research has not examined the initial construction of imagery from embodied experiences nor how it begins to support mathematical reasoning, moreover in a single instructional session.

Our design is inspired by the notion of reflective activity, and, in particular, the notion of learning as a reflective conversation with materials. In their analysis of design and learning, Bamberger and Schön [6] posit that learning is necessarily knowing-in-action. Due to limited information-processing capacity, users of our design cannot, in advance of implementing a particular “move,” consider all the consequences and qualities that may eventually be considered relevant to its evaluation. The immediate corollary is that some decisions emerge organically through the user’s conversation with the material of a given system; that is, the user analyzes the system, plans and executes the move, then reflects on the (oftentimes unintended) consequences of this move—a process referred to as seeing-moving-seeing. The term “seeing” can be interpreted as sense-making; the user makes sense of the system by using it and reflecting on his actions. In our design, we have aimed to sequence the available user actions such that the consequences of one move may lead naturally to more pedagogically desirable moves in a trajectory from naïve to mathematical reasoning.
Embodied Interaction and Tangible Interfaces
Antle, Corness, and Droumeva [4] have used embodied-interaction designs to elicit, train, and apply users’ embodied metaphors as a means of developing intuitive fluency with music creation. Their work extends the classical uses of metaphor in graphical user-interface design, such as the “desktop” metaphor, to whole-body, remote-action interfaces. Working with the specific metaphor of “Music is physical body movement,” they implemented a computational system that helps children understand musical concepts such as melody, harmony, and rhythm in the form of intuitive, physical analogs (cf. [15]). Whereas our work shares many similarities in its design rationale, we are targeting a different underlying cognitive mechanism: dynamic imagery pertaining to the ubiquitous conceptual metaphor of “Quantity is spatial extension” [21].

Antle et al. [3] have also studied the role that embodied metaphor can play in supporting “reasoned imagination and learning.” Their conclusion after analyzing several case studies is that theoretical expectations for embodied-interaction designs often do not match empirical findings in user studies. Whereas Antle et al. investigated open-ended and imaginative uses of their designs, our study employed a protocol to funnel users’ interactions toward a specific outcome. While our participants occasionally explored the interface in unanticipated ways, the protocol of goal-oriented activities constrained interactions with our design into pedagogically desirable trajectories.

Cress et al. [13] used digital dance mats in a design for improving kindergarten children’s fluency with relative numerical magnitudes. Their study built on the premise, supported in the literature, that basic numeracy reliably predicts future mathematical performance. In an experimental condition, children used whole-body gesture to solve a magnitude comparison task on a number line that was projected on the floor in front of the mat. A control condition presented a similar task on a tablet PC with input from an electronic pen. In a randomized, cross-over study of these conditions, children’s improvement at the magnitude comparison tasks was greater for the experimental group that used full-body motion. This result supports our rationale for choosing embodied interaction as a promising means of promoting mathematical learning among children.

Although we find Cress et al.’s experimental design—a pre-to-post-intervention quantitative assessment of learning gains—to be appropriate for their research questions, our study seeks, rather, to understand the processes between the “pre” and “post.” This includes nuanced interpersonal exchanges that occur in the middle of the activities themselves. We believe that qualitative analyses of process rather than only product constitute an important complement during the development of curricular designs [35].

Marshall, Cheng, and Luckin [25] conducted a study to measure adults’ learning gains on a computer-based balance beam task while controlling for the effects of manipulation and agency. Their two-by-two experimental design varied both the type of interface (tangible vs. traditional, mouse-based) and the degree of learners’ agency (self-directed vs. prescribed activities with the beam). They found no significant effect for either condition, and conclude that although this finding may not apply to other learning tasks and other groups (such as young children), it is a caution against assuming without rigorous proof that tangible interfaces are more effective at promoting learning than traditional interfaces.

A controlled experiment similar to Marshall et al.’s would be crucial for comparing our tangible interface against
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**Figure 2.** The MIT with IR-reflective tennis balls as hand trackers. A 5th-grade study participant “searches for green”: having moved her left hand too high (see red screen in Figure 2a), she lowers it to effect a green screen (Figure 2b).
alternatives (even non-technological learning materials) to justify widespread deployment in schools. We believe that the successful design and deployment of educational technology at scale requires mixed-method assessments that include experimental designs. This approach is demonstrated by Roschelle et al.’s [32] deployment of SimCalc, a curricular design for entry-level calculus concepts that started as a design-based research effort similar to ours. We also note, however, that our instructional design encompasses more than just a tangible interface: the sequence of activities as mediated by the interviewer in our study is a critical component.

Finally, several HCI research studies have, like ours, used the low-cost Nintendo Wii remote as an input device for capturing complex hand movement and for implementing tangible or gestural interfaces. These include successful applications of hand-motion tracking for painting and drawing [23], music creation [8], and auto-racing and fencing simulation [39]. We extend those results to a new application area: mathematics education.

THE MATHEMATICAL IMAGERY TRAINER

Our instruction design leverages the high-resolution infrared camera available in the inexpensive Nintendo Wii remote to perform motion tracking of students’ hands, similar to that described by Lee [24]. In our setup, an array of 84 infrared (940nm) LEDs aligned with the camera provides the light source, and 3M 3000X high-gain reflective tape attached to tennis balls can be effectively tracked at distances as great as 12 feet (see Figure 2). Lee reports that the camera has a 100 Hz refresh rate and a 45 degree field-of-view. In practice, we found the field of view to be slightly more restricted, requiring that we place the camera and LED assembly 10 feet from the student to reliably capture a 3 foot window of arm movement. We oriented the camera on its side, since we required greater resolution (1,024 versus 768 pixels) along the vertical axis.

The Wii remote is a standard Bluetooth device, with several open-source libraries available to access it through Java or .NET.1 Our accompanying software, called WiiKinemathics, is Java-based and presents students with a visual representation on a large display in the form of two crosshair symbols (trackers). The orientation of the 22” LED display (rotated 90 degrees and aligned to table height) and the responsiveness of the trackers is carefully calibrated so as to continuously position each tracker at a height that is near to the actual physical height of the students’ hand above the desk. This feature is an attempt to enhance the embodied experience of the virtual, remote manipulation [10].

We found that in some cases detection of the reflective balls was too sensitive to the rotation caused by students’ natural arm movement as they lifted the balls. This motion pivots the arms about the shoulder and consequently deflects the main reflector attached to the balls away from the axis of the camera and LED array. Our solution was to replace the LED array and reflective balls with battery-powered, hand-held IR emitters that the students point directly at the Wii camera (see Figure 3). With LEDs repurposed from generic TV remote controls, these emitters have a wide enough angle of operation to robustly capture students’ hand motion.

DESIGN-BASED RESEARCH

The overarching approach of our study is that of design-based research [11,12], in which theory and design co-develop iteratively. Design-based research is not a methodology per se or a type of assessment. Rather, it is a disciplinary context within which we carry out empirical studies. As designers, we have the advantage of creating the instructional as well as the experimental design. We do so because we have a conjecture as to how learning could be better, yet current learning environments are unsuitable for addressing the conjecture; therefore, we design and evaluate a novel learning environment.

In our study, empirical data were gathered by conducting interviews using the semi-structured clinical technique championed by Jean Piaget, the founder of modern cognitive-developmental research. We spread the implementation of the interviews thinly (no more than two per day), such that from day to day we would be able to
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2 Source code is available through a BSD license at http://code.google.com/p/wiikinemathics/.
introduce changes to the materials, activities, and protocol in light of the emergence and refinement of theoretical constructs.

These rapid-prototyping changes—all motivated by the goal of optimizing the pedagogical quality and empirical utility of our subsequent interviews—were based on fieldnotes, preliminary analyses, verbal transcriptions, minutes from our team’s daily debriefings, and collaborative wiki postings. Thus, both the interview protocol and the interactive affordances of the instructional materials evolved as we progressed through the pool of participants. We gradually incorporated into the protocol any activities and prompts that arose during interviews and that, in debriefing, we evaluated as eliciting “researchable moments” from the participants. These were moments in which unexpected behavior from a participant suggested new theoretical constructs that we wished to test in subsequent interviews.

There is an inherent trade-off of control for exploration in design-based research. Because we modified our protocol and even our materials over the course of the study, we cannot compare among or draw conclusions for all participants. The scientific merit of case studies emerging from design-based research is often disputed on the grounds of generalizability: regardless of how rich, systematic, and extensive they may be, our studies present only a minor collection of data points sampled from a larger universe of potential cases.

Drawing on Robert Yin’s [43] work, we offer an alternative view on this criticism. Yin distinguishes two types of generalization. Statistical generalization is the (rightfully) acknowledged standard approach where researchers sample individuals from a population (people, classrooms, cultural groups) in order to generalize to the larger universe. Yet when dealing with context-dependent activities, such as learning, in a particular community, we encounter a difficulty with statistical generalization. After all, the community under investigation is one of myriad human communities, and grounds for generalization to the larger universe of cultural groups tend to fall short with appeals to statistical generalization (cf. [34])

Acknowledging the utility of statistical generalization, Yin argues for a different kind of generalization, one that he terms “analytic.” In analytical generalization, the focus is not generalization to the larger population from which a sample was drawn. The target is theory, and the endeavor is to refine theoretical constructs as their utility is explored and corroborated. In our work, we have found analytic generalizability well-suited to design-based research, which is itself characterized by its reciprocal iterations of design and theory.

With this approach to generalization, theoretical considerations inform the design, and the design, in turn, is used to further develop theory. From such a perspective, our research contributes to characterizing the larger population universe not through statistical inference but by refining our theoretical understanding. As Yin emphasizes, and particularly relevant to our work, analytic generalizability is a natural approach when phenomena and “context” have fuzzy boundaries, which is to say, whenever one studies learning in a rich setting.

CLINICAL INTERVIEWS

Participants

The empirical data presented and analyzed in this paper were collected at a private K-8 suburban school in the greater San Francisco Bay Area (33% on financial aid; 10% minority students). In addition, we collaborated with the school principal, the head of general studies, and five mathematics teachers. Within each grade level (4th-6th), we grouped the pool of volunteering students according to three achievement levels as reported by their teachers (high/middle/low). Across these performance groups, we selected roughly equal numbers of students, balancing for gender, for a total of 22 students.

We preferred working with students whom the teachers had indicated as typically more disposed to communicate their thoughts articulately. These more verbose students were distributed almost uniformly across gender and achievement level. Whereas this bias in our selection of participants, as well as the by-and-large upper-middle-class demographics of the school, limits the generality of our conclusions, this initial stage of our research required dense real-time verbal feedback from the students as they interacted with the designed learning tools.

Protocol

Interviews took place in a quiet room within the school facility. Students participated either individually or paired with a classmate (duration: mean 70 min.; SD 20 min.).

The interviewer guided the participant through a sequence of activities by first explaining each activity and then monitoring the participant’s performance and providing formative comments so as to ensure that the task was clear. The first activity was introduced with the simple instruction, “Make the screen green” (see Figure 4a—in the final protocol the screen initially bore no virtual elements at all). The background of the application is colored along a gradient from red to green depending on how close the hand heights are to the chosen a:b ratio. For instance, raising the hand trackers to 3” and 12” will turn the screen red or yellow for a 1:2 ratio (the color feedback is modulated by an adjustable tolerance control), whereas moving to 6” and 12” turns the screen green (see Figure 5). For the students interviewed in pairs, each student controlled one of the two hand-trackers.

Once the participants found an initial “green” position, the interviewer asked them to “find green somewhere else.” If participants responded by “locking” the distance between their hands in a fixed interval and moving them up or down, the screen turned red. Only once they relaxed this
fixed distance between their hands and attempted to adjust it appropriately would they strike green again.

In the next activity, two crosshairs appeared on the screen to track the position of participants’ hands (see Figure 4b). Participants might also at this point identify and articulate a rule to the effect that, The higher you go on the screen, the greater the distance should be between your hands.

Next, a grid appeared on the screen (see Figure 4c). The grid bears the capacity to shift participants’ attention so as to reconstruct each crosshair’s location as its height above the base line—a height that can be quantified in terms of discrete units (e.g., 1 and 2 units, respectively). This may encourage a “snap to grid” strategy that utilizes the grid’s inherent discrete-quantity relations, for example a recursive rule for transitioning from one green spot to the next: For every 1 box you raise your left hand, raise your right hand by 2 boxes. Note that this hand-to-hand relation is also a covariation, just as the height-to-distance relation, above, was a covariation. However, the values of the covariation have shifted from continuous–qualitative descriptors (“higher,” “greater”) to discrete–quantitative values (“one,” “two”). Thus, though both covariations refer to the same hand motions—the objective stimuli—the meanings and planning of this physical enactment have evolved: the latter covariation is closer to normative mathematical practice and discourse for proportional equivalence, and in line with our pedagogical goals.

In the final mode, numerals appeared to the left of the grid (see Figure 4d, previous page), potentially alleviating a need for counting the grid boxes. Specific “green” numeral pairs, such as “3” and “6” in the case of 1:2, may evoke basic arithmetic operations and “facts,” so that students recognize that the right hand should always be double (the height of) the left hand.

The interview ended with an informal conversation, in which the interviewer explained the objectives of the study, to help participants situate the activities within their school curriculum and everyday experiences. Finally, the interviewer answered any questions participants had, such as about our technology.

**Results**

All students succeeded in devising, performing, and articulating strategies for making the screen green. These spontaneous strategies bore logical and linguistic structures commonly observed in mathematical discourse pertaining to proportionality. For example, some students discovered, enacted, and stated the covariation of two constant rates (e.g., the left hand rises 1 unit per the right hand’s 2 unit rise). We found variations in individual participants’ initial interpretation of the task as well as in their trajectory through the protocol. However, by and large the students responded to the protocol items by progressing through similar problem-solving stages, with the more mathematically competent students generating more mathematical meanings and coordinating more among the quantitative properties, relations, and patterns they noticed.

Each student started either by working with only one hand at a time; waving both hands up and down in opposite directions; or lifting both hands up at the same pace, in continuous or abrupt gestures. Students soon realized that the actions of both hands are necessary to achieve green and that the distance between their hands was a critical factor. At first, though, most students anticipated they could achieve a continuously green screen by maintaining a fixed distance between their hands, as they moved both hands up and down along the screen, rather than by managing a proportional distance between the hands. For example, one 6th grade middle-achieving male student, Penuel, referred to this relation between the hands’ respective positions as a "certain distance."

[15:32] Penuel: So it looks like... they have to be a certain distance away from each other for it to turn green.
Following further experimentation, Penuel proceeded to introduce another parameter into his reasoning about the distance between the hands, namely the hands’ height above the desk.

[15:54] Int: Can you say anything more about the distance you’re looking for?

[16:00] Penuel: I think it depends how far... how far they are from the ground.

Other students, such as Irit (5th grade; female; high achieving), realized that the fixed-interval rule was not optimal and articulated a changing-interval rule as a variant on the fixed-interval rule. (Note, below, the gentle prompt from the interviewer, who implicitly challenged Irit’s assertion by drawing her attention to a phenomenal dimension she had taken to be constant.)

[19:26] Irit: Well, they are same distance, but like, away from each other. Like, uhm.

[19:35] Int: Uhm-hm?

[19:36] Irit: They’re still the same distance away from each other, but they’re just lower down here.

[19:45] Int: Huh... so what happens to the distance?

[19:52] Irit: Well... Oh! No, it gets shorter if you go down more, and then it gets tall...longer if you go up.

Along this same learning trajectory, another student (Liat; 6th grade; female; middle achieving) exhibited a telltale indication of conceptual development: a mismatch between her gestured actions and her verbal explanation [9,17]. Initially, Liat moved her hands in small fixed-interval gestures; the screen color would change away from green, and each time Liat would restore green with small jolting gestures. It appeared as though Liat implicitly assumed that her strategy enactment, rather than her strategy rationale, was at odds with the system (cf. [19]). Although the distance between Liat’s hands was small lower down on the screen and dramatically larger farther up, she persisted in articulating her intended strategy (fixed interval) rather than her de facto enactment (changing interval).

[20:17] Liat: I think if I keep them apart and keep going up, it stays the same...

[20:23] Int: If you keep them apart and you keep going up it stays the same?

[20:31] Liat: It’s not becoming red, but...

[20:36] Int: So... how are you thinking about keeping them apart? What is it that you are doing?

[20:41] Liat: Umm... I don’t know.

Following the interviewers’ prompts to “find green” farther up on the screen, Liat was finally able to generalize the rule that she had already objectively enacted.

[21:46] Liat: Oh maybe it’s more... if it’s farther up, then it has to be...they have to be more apart.

While most students initially located specific hand positions as stably producing green, several students also realized that there are infinitely many “green” hand-position pairs, so that in fact one can simultaneously raise both hands along respective continuous trajectories, a realization that some students articulated in terms of the hands moving at different speeds. For example, Penuel used the differing rates of his hand motions to deduce that a fixed-interval rule could not be correct and that, instead, the distance between the hands must increase with height.

[33:20] Penuel: I think the right hand has to move faster, while the left hand is kind of moving slower.

[33:41] Int: So what’s going on?

[33:44] Penuel: Well, they obviously can’t be at the same distance. But if I start here, and if the right one is moving, like a little faster, and it’s going farther and farther away from the left hand, it will still stay green.

Another student, Siena (6th grade, female, low achieving), went on to formalize a rule for interaction in terms of both continuity and rate.

[15:13] Siena: Make the right hand go a little bit faster but... but let them both be at their own continuous pace.

The introduction of the Cartesian grid caused several students to shift their attention from the relative distance between their hands to the absolute height of their hands above the baseline. The pair Keith and Asa (6th grade, both male, high achieving) who were working with a 1:2 ratio, discovered and articulated a multiplicative relation for the heights in this way.

[30:41] Keith: Maybe it has to be double the number.

[30:44] Asa: Hmm, that’s very possible. I’m going to be at one,... you’re going to be at two. And then I’ll be at two, and you’ll be at four. And now I’m going to be at three...


[31:38] Asa: You’re totally right!

[31:39] Int: What is he right about? What is it?

[31:40] Asa: Uhm, the number has to be double.

Thus, they recast the rule “the higher, the bigger the difference” in terms of covariation between the absolute heights, that is, “for every 1 on the left, it’s 2 on the right.”

**DESIGN ITERATIONS**

Throughout our study, we iteratively modified the materials and protocol in light of new conjectures and theoretical constructs. Here, we explain the most important of these design iterations.
Passive versus active interaction

As an early prototype, we fabricated a mechanical device using rope and pulleys that physically moved participants’ arms in a fixed 2:3 proportional progression, so that they could “feel” the progression. As opposed to the passive experience of hanging onto a rope, operating the MIT requires immediate agency, and so a question emerged as to how this agency should be framed, elicited, and guided. That is, what were participants to do with the MIT? What would be their task, how would they accomplish it, and what form of feedback might they receive on the quality of their performance?

Initially, we designed a task analogous to feeling the tension in the rope: participants used the hand trackers to closely follow two circular “targets” that moved in a proportional progression up the screen, with the background color indicating their accuracy. However, the first interview suggested that instead allowing “free-form” movement of the trackers was more theoretically compelling, because the ambiguity of the task better reflects what students must cope with in trying to make mathematical sense of the world around them. Figure 6 shows a schematic culminating from our brainstorming around this issue, which then formed the basis of the protocol for all subsequent interviews.

The numerical grid: scheme versus image

In later interviews, we added a new task at the point in the protocol soon after the grid and numerals were introduced (see Figure 4d). Namely, once students had expressed an a-for-b strategy—whether b was the increment in the right hand or the distance between the hands—the interviewer removed the grid and numerals from the display and asked students to resume searching for green.

Students’ gesture and verbal utterances strongly suggest that they continued operating as though a grid were present. However, students’ errors further suggested that their “mental grid” [6,13] was functioning more like a scheme [41] than as an image [20]. That is, the errors were not procedural but were expressed in imprecise magnitudes resulting in positional inaccuracies. As such, we may be witnessing the instrumental genesis of a utilization schema for proportionality [42]. In future work, we wish to better understand this phenomenon of the mind becoming equipped with mathematical instruments as the residual effect of working with objects [27], because we view it as paradigmatic of mathematical learning [33].

Overriding the hand trackers

Some students expressed a desire to force the trackers to move to precise height ratios that they inputted numerically. In response, we added a “driver” module to allow students to enter a list of heights for each tracker then animate the corresponding motion of the trackers (with corresponding background colors). In our seventh interview, a 4th grade student working with a 2:3 ratio began referring to the ratio as “one and one-and-a-half” and entered the sequence 1:1.5, 2:3, 3:4, 4:6 into the driver module.

The driver module was programmed to accept only integer values, and the input of a floating point value caused a runtime error! The student worked around the error by multiplying each ratio by 2 and entering the sequence 2:3, 4:6, 6:9, 8:12 instead. This left us with a designer’s dilemma: should we fix the bug? Or had the bug created a “teachable moment” for exploring the decimal representation of rational numbers? Our solution was to fix the bug but add an additional switch that could “break” the input again by reverting it back to integer-only operation. This design decision mirrors the central principle of Schwartz’s “Broken Calculator” [38], which has selectively disabled number or operation keys that force students to decompose and better understand arithmetic operations.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the rationale, design, and early results from the implementation and study of a novel educational technology. Remote manipulation, it appears, is more than just hand waving; it can be an opportunity for the mind to reflect on what the body can already do. Embodied interactions can drive both the realization and resolution of cognitive conflicts between users’ implicit assumptions and their own observable enactment; and with careful guidance, these experiences can be recast in terms of emerging mathematical principles.

![Figure 6. “What does green mean?” — a schematic created during the design process to conjecture on students’ trajectories when given the task, “Make the screen green.”](image-url)
The interviewer played a critical role in the learning process, which we hope has not been understated. The MIT device could not stand in isolation, as an artifact separate from a knowledgeable instructor (for instance, in a museum installation). Our instructional design encompasses not only the MIT device but also an explicit protocol mediated by the interviewer. There will always need to be an educator providing similar support as the interviewer, and this is an important issue as we determine how to scale up our design to full-classroom use.
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